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 Executive Summary (1 minute read)

DVO16 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection; BNB17 v Minister for
Immigration and Border Protection (HCA) - migration law - two appeals - refusal of protection
visas - 'translation errors' in interviews with delegates - jurisdictional error on part of Authority
not established - appeals dismissed

Minister for Home Affairs v Parata (FCAFC) - migration law - cancellation of Special Category
(subclass 444) (Class TY) - first respondent not 'validly notified' of 'cancellation decision' - time
for making application for judicial review to Tribunal had not 'commenced to run' - judicial review
application upheld - appeal dismissed
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 Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read) 

DVO16 v Minister for Immigration and Border Protection; BNB17 v Minister for
Immigration and Border Protection [2021] HCA 12
High Court of Australia
Kiefel CJ; Gageler, Gordon, Edelman & Steward JJ
Migration law - DVO16 and BNB17 each sought a protection visa - DVO16 and BNB17 each
interviewed by delegate of Minister - in each case delegate refused application and Authority
affirmed delegate's decision - DVO16 and BNB17 each made unsuccessful judicial review
applications in Federal Court of Australia - Greenwood, Flick & Stewart JJ of Full Court of the
Federal Court of Australia dismissed DVO16's appeal - Anderson J of Federal Court of
Australia, exercising power of Full Court, dismissed BNB17's appeal - whether Authority's
decision erroneous on basis of 'errors in interpretation' in interview with delegates - whether
Authority erred in conducting review under r Pt 7AA Migration Act 1958 (Cth) - whether denial of
procedural fairness - whether denial of opportunity to put 'material aspect' of case to delegate -
whether 'translation errors' in interview resulted in erroneous decision by Authority - whether
Authority lacked jurisdiction - held: appeals dismissed.
DVO16
[From Benchmark Friday, 16 April 2021]

Minister for Home Affairs v Parata [2021] FCAFC 46
Full Court of the Federal Court of Australia
Charlesworth, Burley & Jackson JJ
Migration law - delegate of Minister cancelled first respondent's Special Category (subclass
444) (Class TY) under s 116 Migration Act 1958 (Cth) (Migration Act) ('cancellation decision') -
Tribunal found it lacked jurisdiction to review cancellation decision because first respondent had
not lodged review application with 'prescribed fee' in 'time prescribed' by Migration Act and
Migration Regulations - first respondent sought judicial review, contending that time for making
of application 'had not "commenced to run"' and thus had not expired - first respondent
contended he did not receive notification of decision of Minister in compliance with Migration
Act's requirements - Judge Riethmuller, of Federal Circuit Court of Australia, upheld judicial
review application - Minister appealed - whether erroneous failure to apply Yu v Minister for
Immigration & Multicultural & Indigenous Affairs [2002] FCA 912 - whether notice of cancellation
was non-compliant with s127(2)(b) Migration Act 1958 (Cth). - whether first respondent 'validly
notified' of cancellation decision - held: appeal dismissed.
Minister for Home Affairs
[From Benchmark Friday, 16 April 2021]
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 Up in the Hills
From “Autumn Leaves”
 
By: Helen Louise Birch
 
THE EARTH smells old and warm and mellow, and all
things lie at peace.
I too serenely lie here under the white-oak tree, and know
the splendid flight of hours all blue and gay, sun-drenched
and still.              
The dogs chase rabbits through the hazel-brush;
I hear now close at hand their eager cries, now swift
receding into the distance, leaving a-trail behind them in the
clear sweet air shrill bursts of joy.            
There’s something almost drowsy in that waning
clamor;                       5
It brings the stillness nearer and a sense of being bodily at
one with the old warm earth,
Blessedly at one with the fragrant laughing sun-baked
earth,      
At one with its sly delightful wicked old laughter.              
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